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Abstract: Key-Value stores (KVSs) are the most flexible and simplest model of NoSQL databases, which
have become highly popular over the last few years due to their salient features such as availability,
portability, reliability, and low operational cost. From the perspective of software engineering, the
chief obstacle for KVSs is to achieve software quality attributes (consistency, throughput, latency,
security, performance, load balancing, and query processing) to ensure quality. The presented research
is a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) to find the state-of-the-art research in the KVS domain, and
through doing so determine the major challenges and solutions. This work reviews the 45 papers
between 2010–2018 that were found to be closely relevant to our study area. The results show that
performance is addressed in 31% of the studies, consistency is addressed in 20% of the studies, latency
and throughput are addressed in 16% of the studies, query processing is addressed in 13% of studies,
security is addressed in 11% of the studies, and load balancing is addressed in 9% of the studies.
Different models are used for execution. The indexing technique was used in 20% of the studies, the
hashing technique was used in 13% of the studies, the caching and security techniques were used
together in 9% of the studies, the batching technique was used in 5% of the studies, the encoding
techniques and Paxos technique were used together in 4% of the studies, and 36% of the studies
used other techniques. This systematic review will enable researchers to design key-value stores as
efficient storage. Regarding future collaborations, trust and privacy are the quality attributes that can
be addressed; KVS is an emerging facet due to its widespread popularity, opening the way to deploy
it with proper protection.
Keywords: key-value store; NoSQL; systematic literature review; relational database

1. Introduction
In recent years, the generation of massive data applications requires new data storage techniques
other than traditional databases. Relational databases and non-relational databases are different
generations for data storage. They are different from each other with regards to data storage, their
building method, and the type of information that they store. Extensive research has compared relational
and NoSQL databases. There is no survey focusing on the quality attributes of NoSQL databases.
From the software engineering perspective, software engineers and architects need a reference for
selecting the right NoSQL database regarding quality attributes. The quality attributes of databases are
the main concern, whether developing an enterprise system or big data applications. This systematic
literature review fills this gap by clearly identifying the techniques that can be employed to achieve
a particular quality attribute in NoSQL key-value store (KVS).
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types (database looks like a collection of files)”, and NewSQL is a relational database that offers the
same scalability as NoSQL databases but maintains the ACID properties [11].
Non-relational databases (NoSQL) are document oriented; they can store structured, semistructured, and unstructured data. The simplest data model of NoSQL is KVS, where each key has
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types (database looks like a collection of files)”, and NewSQL is a relational database that offers the
same scalability as NoSQL databases but maintains the ACID properties [11].
Non-relational databases (NoSQL) are document oriented; they can store structured,
semi-structured, and unstructured data. The simplest data model of NoSQL is KVS, where each key
has one value. A document store is an extended KVS, which stores more complex data compared to
KVS. Column store represents the data in tabular form containing rows and columns. The foundation
of the graph store is graph theory, and graph stores are used to store graph-oriented datasets in an
efficient manner.
1.1. NoSQL Databases
NoSQL databases that are designed to provide services such as massive data storage, handling
heterogenous data, supporting horizontal scaling, and the parallel processing of data across several
servers. In recent times, the need of data storage has changed due to evolutions of big data and
cloud computing. The term “big data” referred to the exponential growth of data (structured, semistructured, and unstructured) that demands the new infrastructure of storage [12,13]. Big data introduced
challenges of data capturing and data storage. However, handling big data is difficult using relational
databases. Relational databases require high proficiency and a lot of effort to accommodate the storage
requirements of big data. Simultaneously, cloud applications impose the need of a high-performance
and a scalable storage system. Relational databases are unsuccessful in handling this massive growth
of semi-structured and unstructured data. The database research community is inclined to establish
scalable and distributed solutions for the management of the gigantic volumes of data [14]. NoSQL has
emerged as a revolutionary solution that provides the horizontal scaling, replicating, and partitioning
of data over many servers. It meets the needs of the current application, as it allows number of simple
read/write operations per unit time.
NoSQL can support a variety of activities such as non mission-critical OLTP (Online Transaction
Processing), ETL (Extract, Transform, Load)-style data transformation, exploratory and predictive
analytics [3], etc. Each NoSQL store is specialized according to the needs of current applications [15].
NoSQL databases are inherently available, and scalable databases such as Amazon’s Dynamo (KVS)
guarantees its availability for almost 99.9% of the year [16]. They also have the ability to add new records
dynamically. The NoSQL database can be used in a framework for streaming network analysis [17].
These databases provide the new mechanism to create and manipulate data stores. The most flexible
data model of NoSQL databases is the KVS, which has no schema, and its data values are opaque.
KVS has a limited set of operations and requires no joins, lock, or other operations while dealing with
objects. The requirement to scale out (horizontal scalability) a large number of commodity machines
and different data access patterns requires the KVSs [18,19].
1.2. Key-Value Store
KVS databases are currently the main area of research due to persistent growth in data. Cloud
environments and the Web 2.0 service rely on KVSs because of its exceptional features and easy
adoption [20]. These databases use entirely different mechanisms of data storage and retrieval
compared to relational databases [8,21]. KVS manages the unstructured data as a value of arbitrary
length, which is associated with the unique key [22]; its data model and data are shown in Figure 2.
These are high-performance databases, since the values are stored as an opaque BLOB (Binary Large
Object). The BLOB is stored as a single entity in a database that is a collection of binary data that does
not need to index data.
The simplest model of NoSQL databases is KVS; it has a pair of unique key and data values,
which is helpful to handle a huge data volume. A value is an arbitrary size, structure, and type (e.g.,
a document, a string, or an image). KVS databases are becoming popular because of their high-level
features such as scalability, availability, and efficiency handling unstructured data [23]. The principle
of these databases is similar to the distributed memory cached object in a caching system [24]. KVSs

analysis [17]. These databases provide the new mechanism to create and manipulate data stores. The
most flexible data model of NoSQL databases is the KVS, which has no schema, and its data values
are opaque. KVS has a limited set of operations and requires no joins, lock, or other operations while
dealing with objects. The requirement to scale out (horizontal scalability) a large number of
commodity machines and different data access patterns requires the KVSs [18,19].
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1.2. Key-Value Store
use ‘get’, ‘put’, and ‘delete’ commands to retrieve, store, and update data, as it has no query language.
KVS databases are currently the main area of research due to persistent growth in data. Cloud
These databases provide a platform for distributed storage services [25]. KVS databases enhanced the
environments and the Web 2.0 service rely on KVSs because of its exceptional features and easy
universal communication technology due to their ability to handle the large amount of unstructured
adoption [20]. These databases use entirely different mechanisms of data storage and retrieval
data quite efficiently [26]. KVS has no constraints and no foreign key. It is usually used for parallel
compared to relational databases [8, 21]. KVS manages the unstructured data as a value of arbitrary
lookups and intensive read operations. KVS is mainly based on key attributes that are well-suited
length, which is associated with the unique key [22]; its data model and data are shown in Figure 2.
for simple operations. It is usually used as a distributed KVS, which is schema-free, and it provides
These are high-performance databases, since the values are stored as an opaque BLOB (Binary Large
high availability. The most popular KVS databases are Redis, Membase, Level DB, Voldemort, and
Object). The BLOB is stored as a single entity in a database that is a collection of binary data that does
Berkeley DB.
not need to index data.

Figure 2. (a) Key-value store (KVS) data model, (b) Data in KVS.
Figure 2. (a) Key-value store (KVS) data model, (b) Data in KVS.

The rapid growth of web data and cloud computing highlighted the problems of storage systems’
quality, which affects the user’s behavior and system design. KVS databases can handle such problems
efficiently and better than RDBMSs (Rational Database Management Systems). On the other hand,
a KVS database arises with multiple quality attributes that are needed such as scalability, consistency,
throughput, latency, security, and efficient query processing. In the recent past, researchers have been
working to deal with these challenges in key-value stores and trying hard to provide sustainable
solutions. As it is a significant domain of research, this literature is heading upward. According to our
knowledge, there are no systematic literature review studies on the key-value stores that thoroughly
analyze and identify the quality attributes of key-value stores, as well as the challenges and solutions
in the domain. To fill this gap, this SLR (Systematic Literature Review) has raised some research
questions in order to systematically present the available literature to target these quality attributes.
This study is based on journal papers, conference papers, workshops, and symposium articles as the
relevant literature. This review includes the research work published between 2010–2018.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the research goals and methodology used
to identify the relevant literature and synthesize the findings of the conducted research. Section 3
depicts the selected literature, categorizes it into different classes, and tests the applicability of the
literature against the research goals. Section 4 demonstrates the research challenges and corresponding
solutions in detail, and Section 5 presents the discussion. Section 6 describes the research biasness and
limitations, and Section 7 concludes the review.
2. Related Work
In the available literature, there is no systematic literature review in the domain of key-value stores
(KVSs). However, there are a few surveys available in the domain of NoSQL databases; nevertheless,
there are no systematic literature reviews. However, a survey bases study disused six KVSs and
described the important features of each store [27]. This study focused on the prominent features
of the following key-value stores: Berkeley DB, Project-Voldemort, LevelDB, Dynamo, Hyperdex,
and SILT. This survey enables the user to choose the best key-value store according to the needs of
his or her application. There is another survey that discusses an up-to-date and concise comparison
of NoSQL databases on the basis of quality attributes [21]. Since then, the software engineers and
architects make design-oriented decisions and develop software using quality attributes, and this
survey evaluates the NoSQL databases from the perspective of quality attributes. Katarina et al.
carried out a survey that presented the comparison of NoSQL (non-relational databases) and NewSQL
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(relational databases) [28]. The authors reviewed these databases with respect to three perspectives:
providing the details of database solutions, guidelines that assist the researchers to choose the right
data store, and the challenges and future opportunities of the domain. The survey concluded the
challenges in the domain of cloud environments that are using NoSQL and NewSQL, including the
non-existence of a standard query language terminology, sparse comparison and benchmarking criteria,
limited documentation, an occasional immaturity of solutions and lack of support, diversity, and
inconsistency. Another survey reflects the NoSQL solutions with respect to four design principles:
a consistency model, CAP (Consistency, Availability and Partition Tolerance) theorem, a data model,
and data partitioning [23]. The available features, strategies, drawbacks, and strengths for each design
aspect are discussed in detail. It also highlights the challenges that are faced in developing the most
efficient NoSQL databases. This survey also provides an in-depth understanding of these databases
that enables the architects and designers to successfully transform existing classical database to the
NoSQL databases.
The survey of NoSQL databases [29] that discussed the current needs (Web 2.0 applications) and
the causes of evolution of the new generation of databases is named NoSQL. This study focused on the
shortcomings of relational databases and the challenges to meet the current needs. It is recommended
in the study that it is necessary to select each NoSQL database according to its claim and client’s system
requirements. It is also reported that how NoSQL databases achieve the scalability and availability by
compromising on ACID properties. These modern databases follow the CAP theorem, which states
that any system can only achieve two out of three properties: partition tolerance, availability, and
consistency, each data store use different techniques to achieve these properties. Similarly, a survey
conducted on NoSQL databases focuses on the literature that covered all the NoSQL solutions [30].
It also discusses a decision tree-based approach that is very helpful in selecting a database according to
the requirement of the application, whereas the leaf nodes of the tree presented the range of applications
from simple caching of data. These surveys concluded [29,30] the limitations of RDBMS for the current
era, merits, and demerits of NoSQL databases and the classification of these databases. The summary
of related studies in the field of KVS and NoSQL databases is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of related studies in non-relational Structured Query Language (NoSQL) databases.
Study

Study Reference

Study Objective

Publication Year

Survey

[27]

A Survey of Modern KVSs

2012

Survey

[21]

NoSQL Quality Attribute Evaluation

2015

Survey

[28]

NoSQL and NewSQL

2013

Survey

[23]

Challenges in developing NoSQL

2018

Survey

[29]

Evolution of NoSQL

2012

Survey

[30]

NoSQL Databases

2017

The study [29,30] reviewed the evolution of NoSQL databases and important NoSQL solutions
in detail. However, this SLR-based study reviewed different and important aspects, challenges, and
prospects of the NoSQL key-value store. This study targets the literature that provided the aid to
software engineers for the right selection of key-value stores in identifying the techniques to achieve
the particular quality attribute.
3. Systematic Literature Review (SLR)
Brereton et al. described the process of a systematic review study that has three main phases:
review planning, conduction, and the documentation of results as conclusion [31], as shown in Figure 3.
The first phase highlights the purpose of this review, which is described in Sections 1.1 and 1.2.
The targeted research questions are presented in Section 3.1, and the process of selection of primary
studies discussed in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 describes the inclusion and exclusion criterion. The detail
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of data extraction and synthesis is given in Section 3.6. Finally, the results of the study are documented
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in Section 4.

Figure 3. Systematic Literature Review (SLR) protocol.
Figure 3. Systematic Literature Review (SLR) protocol.
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3.2. Searching Strategy
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(1)
Selection
of data
research
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Thesources
research questions are given in Table 2.
(2) Identification of search terms
3.2. Searching
(3)
Scrutiny Strategy
of studies based on inclusion or exclusion criteria
This is the initial phase of a typical SLR study that selects relevant literature and provides criteria
to include and exclude works from an SLR. The selection of primary studies matters to the quality of
the SLR results. Our searching strategy has three steps:
1) Selection of data sources
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3.3. Data Sources
We searched through all the major databases to gain a broad perspective. The database searching
is more beneficial than searching through a limited set of journals and conference proceedings [32].
The completeness of the results of the review is based on the accurate selection of data sources and
search strings. The result completeness is the factor that influences the SLR quality. Table 3 provides
the list of the four databases that were searched.
The rationale to select these databases was the inclusion of the relevant journals, workshop
proceedings, conferences, and symposiums within the domain of key-value stores. We excluded the
grey literature (work in progress, workshop reports, and technical reports) that helped us select the
quality research studies. The quality assessment of grey literature is very difficult. The searches
through selected sources resulted in a repetition of studies that excluded through manual screening.
This section provides the rationale to select databases for SLR studies, and the next section presents the
process to identify the search terms.
Table 3. Data sources.
Data Origins

Web Sites

IEEE Xplore

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/

The ACM Digital Library

http://dl.acm.org/

Springer

http://www.springerlink.com/

Elsevier

http://www.elsevier.com/

3.4. Identification of Search Terms
We formulated the research keywords through the systematic method that follows the
following steps:
•
•
•

On the basis of selected terms that are derived from formulated research questions.
Try alternative terms, if relevant data on selected terms is not found.
Search through target databases with the use of Boolean operators; “OR” and “AND” and “NOT”
link the selected terms.

Here, the main focus was to explore the studies that have key-value store-based storage systems
that addresses the issues to achieve one of the attributes (consistency, scalability, performance, security,
latency and throughput, query processing, load balancing). We selected the key terms that were
used in most of the studies, so we avoided using these attributes as key terms. At the beginning,
we selected the key terms from the available literature of the domain, and then we used these key
terms to design the search query. Secondly, we selected key terms with the prior experience in the
domain of NoSQL databases.
We used the search strings on all the selected databases, as shown in Figure 4. To get the most
relevant studies, we used the terms: <KVS> and <NoSQL>. We used the OR operator to cover article
titles, author keywords, and publication year of studies from 2010 to 2018.
When we use these queries to search through selected databases, there was repetition in the results
that was manually screened out. Each database has its own search criteria, so we tried to refine our
selection as needed. As a result, the databases returned the most relevant studies; otherwise, it was
very difficult to perform analysis on the large number of returned studies. In the upcoming section,
we define the inclusion and exclusion criteria to select primary studies from the returned results of
selected databases.
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3.5. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria for Study Selection:
Previously, the KVS databases were used with many different objectives in different data-intensive
applications. At the same time, these are also used for big data management and cloud computing,
which may have different objectives other than the topic of the study. The focus of this SLR is to
identify the challenges related to quality attributes, and investigate the techniques and methods
that were proposed by the researchers to address these challenges. Thus, it is required to set some
parameters for the selection of the most relevant studies. Here, the inclusion and exclusion criteria
is defined and explained to select the most relevant primary studies, and the whole study selection
process is also explained here as well. We searched through selected databases using our search
query as mentioned below. Consequently, 1911 prospective studies were found from 2010 to 2018
after eliminating duplication. For selection of studies of this SLR, we followed a two-phase process as
shown in Figure 4, and each phase has sub-phases. In the first phase, we follow the following criteria
for the selection of study:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Initially, studies were selected on the basis of title and abstracts.
Selection on the basis of reading the abstract.
Further selection based on reading the text of the article.

In the first phase, there were 211 selected studies; if there was confusion regarding the selection of
any study, we brought this study into the second phase of selection. For the selection of studies in the
second phase, we defined the inclusion/exclusion criteria. We thoroughly studied them one by one,
and included/excluded the studies on the following criteria.
Only those studies that met the following inclusion criteria are included:
•
•
•
•

Selected material that addresses the quality attribute challenges of the key-value store.
All articles from peer-reviewed publication forums.
Highly relevant papers that were published from 2010 to 2018.
Research papers that are in the English language.
Studies were rejected that met the following exclusion criteria:

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Material that is not related to research questions.
PhD dissertations, technical reports, posters, and studies that had less than five pages were
excluded. The aim of this study is to extract data from peer-reviewed studies that have sufficient
technical details.
Articles that were not from peer-reviewed publication forums.
Papers that do not have information related to the publication date, such as issue and volume
number, were excluded.
Research papers that were not in the English language.
Duplicates were included; we selected the best one that was more recent, complete, and improved.
The other was excluded.
All articles that could answer at least one research question

In the second phase, we had confusion regarding whether to include a few studies or not in this
SLR. That was a very important decision to be made, so we gathered opinions from other experts and
researchers for making decisions on that consensus. The inclusion/exclusion criteria of the second
phase refined our selection, and at the end, we were left with 45 studies.
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3.6. Data Extraction
The data is collected on the basis of data collection terms, as shown in Table 4. Then, data is
organized into different classes on the basis of the main concepts in the domain of this study (see
Table 5). We presented the data integration regarding the quality attributes, research challenges of
key-value stores, and the related results. The techniques and strategies used by various studies are
listed in Table 6. The algorithms used by researchers to provide the solutions of challenges are also
extracted. The algorithm-based solutions are organized in the form of a table, as shown in Table 7.
We perform analysis in order to categorize the collected data. The classes were extracted from the
reviewed literature on the basis of our research questions. If one study addressed more than one
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Table 4. Terminology for data collection.
Term
Term

StudyArea
Area
Study
Date of Review
Date of Review
Aims
Aims
Impetus
Algorithm
Impetus
Problem
Algorithm
Solutions
Problem
Improvements
Solutions

4. Results and Discussions
Improvements

Explanation
Explanation
The
Thefocus
focusof
ofthe
thestudy.
study.
Data collection date
Data collection date
Objective of the study
Objectivefor
of the
Motivation
the study
study.
The algorithmMotivation
presented in
as a solution.
forthe
thestudy
study.
The issue addressed by the study.
The algorithm presented in the study as a solution.
The approach presented to solve problem.
The issue
by the
study.
Research directions
foraddressed
future work
in the
area of study.
The approach presented to solve problem.
Research directions for future work in the area of study.

This section presents the results of this SLR in the form of different categories that are classified
from
the reviewed
studies, challenges, solutions, execution techniques, evaluation techniques, and
4.
Results
and Discussions
studies’ distribution with respect to publication forums and publication year.
This section presents the results of this SLR in the form of different categories that are classified
from the reviewed studies, challenges, solutions, execution techniques, evaluation techniques, and
4.1. RQ 1: What are the main challenges faced by key-value store, and what are their solutions?
studies’ distribution with respect to publication forums and publication year.
The primary challenges that are associated with a KVS-based system to achieve the quality
4.1.
RQ 1:are
What
Are the Main
Challenges
Faced by
Store,
andrelevant
What Are
attribute
classified
into six
main classes.
A Key-Value
few studies
were
to Their
manySolutions?
classes; to avoid
replication,
we discussed
one that
study
one class.
studies thatsystem
addressed
the challenges
and
The primary
challenges
areunder
associated
withThe
a KVS-based
to achieve
the quality
provided
solutions
are
listed
in
Table
5.
attribute are classified into six main classes. A few studies were relevant to many classes; to avoid
replication, we discussed one study under one class. The studies that addressed the challenges and
4.1.1. Challenges:
provided solutions are listed in Table 5.
Latency and Throughput: There are various performance metrics for a system, but in this class,
4.1.1.
Challenges:
we included
the studies that present the solutions to achieve high throughput and low latency in
KVS.Latency
To achieve
the performance
a various
server side
applications
needs
have high-throughput
and Throughput:
Thereofare
performance
metrics
for atosystem,
but in this class,
persistent
KVS
[33].
We
have
few
studies
in
this
class
that
addressed
the
challenge
of
achieving
high
we included the studies that present the solutions to achieve high throughput and low latency
in KVS.
throughput
with
low latency,
studies
addressed ofneeds
achieving
high
throughput, and
a few of
To
achieve the
performance
of aa few
server
side applications
to have
high-throughput
persistent
them proposed solutions for low latency.
Consistency: The studies under this class provided different techniques and approaches to
achieve consistency in KVS. In principle, eventual consistency is guaranteed by NoSQL KVS [34].
Generally, all the NoSQL databases are eventually consistent, but we have included different studies
of KVS that provide strong consistency.
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KVS [33]. We have few studies in this class that addressed the challenge of achieving high throughput
with low latency, a few studies addressed of achieving high throughput, and a few of them proposed
solutions for low latency.
Consistency: The studies under this class provided different techniques and approaches to achieve
consistency in KVS. In principle, eventual consistency is guaranteed by NoSQL KVS [34]. Generally,
all the NoSQL databases are eventually consistent, but we have included different studies of KVS that
provide strong consistency.
Performance: We include studies in this class that proposed different techniques and algorithms
to achieve a high level of performance in KVS.
Scalability: NoSQL databases provide scalability; we include studies in this class that proposed
approaches, techniques, and algorithms to enhance the scalability feature of KVS. Scalable systems can
handle large workloads without affecting the performance of the system.
Security: We included the studies that were introducing different techniques, algorithms, and
approaches to achieve the security of KVS. NoSQL databases are efficient storage for big data, but
are lacking in security [35]. Secure systems are those systems that are protected from malicious or
accidental actions.
Query Processing: We include the studies that proposed different approaches and techniques
to do query processing. KVS provides scalability advantages over relational databases, but limits
object retrieval, and does not allow data retrieval on secondary attributes [S27]. Quality-based query
processing contributes to the performance of storage systems.
Table 5. Distribution of primary studies over classes.
Research Classes and Relevant Research Papers
Latency and Throughput

[S06][S11][16][S22][S31][S32][S39]

Consistency

[S01] [S02][S05][S14][S18][S21][S26]
[S33][S34]

Security

[S03][S08][S17][S20][S25]

Performance

[S07][S09][S10][S12][S15][S19][S23]
[S29][S36][S38][S41][S42][S44][S45]

Query Processing

[S27][S30][S35][S37][S40][S43]

Load Balancing

[S04][S13] [S24][S28]

4.1.2. Solutions
This section provides a detailed analysis of the solutions. The studies that provided solutions for
more than one challenge are classified into one class to avoid repetition. Figure 6 shows the percentage
of solutions in each class.
Latency and Throughput: Cho et al. [S16] achieve high throughput using a bloom filter with
FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array) implementation. The bloom filter enhanced the performance
of hash tables by controlling the unnecessary access to it. The modified cuckoo hashing algorithm
is implemented to utilize the hash table properly. Yue et al. [S22] designed and implemented a KVS
that controls the write amplification and achieves high throughput. The experiment showed that the
proposed system is highly suitable for put-intensive and scan-intensive workloads. Debnath et al.
[S11] designed a persistent KVS that used flash memory and provided high throughput. It used a log
structure to organize a key-value pair on flash to achieve high write performance. An in-memory
KVS deals with data-intensive applications but does not provide massive data parallelism. Raju et al.
presented a high-performance KVS design that modified HyperlevelDB [S06]. Zhang et al. [S32]
designed and implemented a system Mega-KV, in-memory KVS that provided high throughput. Li et al.
proposed architecture to achieve maximum throughput on single KVS platform [S31]. It is a best choice
for massive data applications. This study also identified the software/hardware efforts to achieve high
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throughput KVS. Li et al. [S39] presented a system ZHT/Q (a flexible QoS (Quality of Service) fortified
distributed key-value storage system), which is a KVS that provides high throughput and satisfies
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queries on multi-dimensional datasets. SPIKE implemented and evaluated on Cassandra KVS. Zhou
et al. [S30] proposed an approach for similarity searches in KVS that reduced the search time. Cloud
applications do a similarity search in high-dimensional data space, but it took a long time, and this
approach allows high-dimensional data space similarity searches in a very short time.
Load Balancing: Qin et al. [S04] proposed a system, ElastiCat, for load balancing in cloud-based
KVS that ensured the availability and auto balancing of the storage system at minimum cost. Trajano
et al. [S13] proposed a system for load balancing; fast response is the main requirement of cloud-based
applications. This requirement is achieved via in-memory KVS, but created a problem regarding
load balancing. This paper proposed an architecture for in-memory KVS to provide the services for
load balancing. Gavrielatos et al. presented a system that controlled the skew problem and provided
a load-balanced system [S24]. The results showed that the proposed KVS system achieves high
throughput and also guaranteed strong consistency. Jin et al. presented a system for balancing KVS
[S28] that cached the network data through new programmable switches.
4.2. RQ2: Which Models and Techniques are Deployed for the Execution and Assessment of the
Presented Solutions?
The objective of this question is to investigate the models and techniques applied by researchers for
the execution and testing of their proposed solutions. The researchers have used different techniques to
achieve the solutions against the challenges, and evaluated these solutions using different techniques.
4.2.1. Models and Techniques for Execution
This research question (RQ) focused on the techniques/strategies that were used to achieve
the quality attributes of KVS. To answer this question, we collected data from the primary studies
through SLR protocol, as shown in Figure 3. Figure 8 shows the percentage of reported techniques in
primary studies.
The results show that the most utilized technique was indexing, which was reported in 20% of
the primary studies [S02, S06, S09, S22, S36, S40, S43, S44, S45]. It provides the fast retrieval of data
and shows efficient performance when used in queries. This technique also allows data sorting. LSM
trees, T-trees, and B+ -trees are popular indexing techniques in NoSQL databases. LSM tree indexing
is an attractive technique that is used in various NoSQL systems [S02]. LSM-based KVS uses batch
writing to store data in backing storage, but this batch writing does not overwrite data. Therefore,
data is accumulated in many places. It improves write performance but decreases read performance.
The T-structure provides high read performance. The B+ -tree is the most popular index structure in
modern KVSs [S44].
The second-largest technique from 2010 to 2018 was the hashing scheme. This technique was
used in six studies of 45 (13%). The hashing scheme is used in the studies [S11, S16, S19, S27, S32, S41]
for different problems. The hashing scheme used a hash table in KVS for the key to value mapping.
Its constant time performance for size, add, and remove operations makes it attractive for researchers.
However, there is a chance of collision in a hash table, so it needs some mechanism or technique to
handle it.
Security techniques were used in 9% [S03, S17, S20, S25] of the primary studies. Security is major
concern in KVS because of its widespread use in web-based and cloud applications [36]. Cryptography
(encryption) is the most popular technique that is used for the security of publicly accessible KVS. It
provides a stronger protection of data from intruders to control data breaches.
The caching technique was used in 9% [S15, S24, S28, S38] of the primary studies. It is the popular
technique in KVS to improve the data lookup performance. The most frequently accessed data is
placed in a cache to reduce the data processing time.
Paxos is a replication technique (protocol and algorithm) that was used in 4% [S21, S34] of the
selected studies. This is a technique that provides strong consistency in KVS, and its protocol [37] is
used to provide replica consistency in distributed KVSs with low protocol overhead.
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The batching strategy is a technique that was used in 4% [S31, S39] of the primary studies. This
The batching strategy is a technique that was used in 4% [S31, S39] of the primary studies. This
strategy is used to reduce the number of messages [S39]. Batching for the client side is a common
strategy is used to reduce the number of messages [S39]. Batching for the client side is a common
technique in KVSs that improves the throughput of a system.
technique in KVSs that improves the throughput of a system.
The encoding technique was used in 4% [S26, S42] of the primary studies. Locality-aware encoding
The encoding technique was used in 4% [S26, S42] of the primary studies. Locality-aware
is used to directly assign the job to the node where the corresponding data reside [S42], and as a result
encoding is used to directly assign the job to the node where the corresponding data reside [S42], and
increases the speed and accuracy of the data entry. It takes up less storage space and allows fast data
as a result increases the speed and accuracy of the data entry. It takes up less storage space and allows
searching. Figure 8 shows the percentage of execution techniques in the primary studies.
fast data searching. Figure 8 shows the percentage of execution techniques in the primary studies.
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Other individual techniques made up 37% of the primary studies, including soft data partitioning
Other individual techniques made up 37% of the primary studies, including soft data
probabilistic models, MAPE (Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute) loop model, consistency model, search
partitioning probabilistic models, MAPE (Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute ) loop model, consistency
scheme, optimizing flushing scheme, log-based mechanism, compression technique, programmable
model, search scheme, optimizing flushing scheme, log-based mechanism, compression technique,
Network Interface Cards (NICs), Intel DPDK, and freshness/tardiness mechanisms. The list of
programmable Network Interface Cards (NICs), Intel DPDK, and freshness/tardiness mechanisms.
techniques and their description are given in Table 6.
The list of techniques and their description are given in Table 6.
Table 6. List and description of execution techniques.
Table 6. List and description of execution techniques.
Technique/Strategy

Technique/Strategy
Batching technique

Batching technique
Hashing technique

Hashing technique
Indexing technique
Security techniques

Indexing technique
Caching technique

Security techniques
Paxos technique

Caching technique
Encoding technique

Paxos technique

Description

Study ID

Description
Study ID
Batching strategies are used to combine similar tasks together
[S31][S39]
Batching strategies to
are
used
to
combine
similar
make a group.
[S31][S39]
tasks together to make a group.
“A randomized algorithm that selects a hashing function from
algorithm
that
selects
a
a“A
list randomized
of hash functions,
so that the
collision
probability
[S11][S16][S19][S27]
between function
two distinct
keysaislist
1/n,of
where
is the number of
[S32][S41]
hashing
from
hashnfunctions,
distinct
hash
values
desired
independently
of
the
two
keys.”
so that the collision probability between two
[S11][S16][S19][S27]
Indexing
a technique
improve
[S02][S06][S09][S22]
distinct scheme
keys isis1/n,
where nofisdata
thestructure
numbertoof
[S32][S41]
the data retrieval speed.
[S36][S40][S43][S44]
distinct hash values desired independently of
These techniquesthe
are two
used keys.”
to secure data of KVSs that are
[S03][S17][S20][S25]
publicly accessible.
Indexing scheme is a technique of data
[S02][S06][S09][S22]
Caching is a technique that helps achieve performance,
structure
to improve
the dataagainst
retrieval
[S36][S40][S43][S44]
affordability
and scalability
data speed.
accuracy
[S15][S24][S28][S38]
These techniques and
are consistency.
used to secure data of
[S03][S17][S20][S25]
that
publicly
accessible.
PaxosKVSs
protocol
andare
Paxos
algorithm.
They are replication
techniques.
based on consensus;
theyachieve
elect one node to
CachingThey
is a technique
that helps
[S21][S34]
select a value, send it to all the nodes, and a decision is made [S15][S24][S28][S38]
performance, affordability and scalability
by consensus.
against data accuracy and consistency.
Encoding techniques are used to encode information
[S26][S42]
Paxos protocol and Paxos
algorithm. They are
into signals.
replication techniques. They based on
consensus; they elect one node to select a
[S21][S34]
value, send it to all the nodes, and a decision is
made by consensus.
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4.2.2. Algorithm-Based Solutions
The selected studies proposed different solutions to achieve quality attributes. We listed the
studies in Table 7 that provide algorithm-based solutions.
The secure data partition algorithm [S03] is used to evenly distribute data across the nodes. The
data records are encrypted, so it is called a secure data partition algorithm. The cost-aware rebalancing
algorithm [S04] is used to select the rebalancing actions to make a rebalancing plan by utilizing the
balance rate and cost model. A control loop algorithm is used for the control loop process [S05], which
is a process management system that is used to maintain the variables of the process at a desired set
point. The pointer-free buddy allocator (PFBA) algorithm has the characteristics of friendly recovery
and also minimizes internal fragmentation [S18]. It manages the large memory region that is divided
into small chunks.
Table 7. Algorithms used in selected studies.
Algorithm

Study ID

Secure Data Partition Algorithm

[S03]

Cost-Aware Rebalancing Algorithm

[S04]

Control Loop Algorithm

[S05]

Pointer-Free Buddy Allocator (PFBA).

[S18]

Modified Earliest-Deadline First (EDF) Algorithm.

[S39]

Hotscore Algorithm

[S40]

For dynamic batching mechanisms, the modified earliest deadline first (EDF) algorithm is used
[S39]. If the user does not specify the batch size, then the system automatically handled it with the
EDF algorithm by considering the following parameters: physical batch size in bytes, logical batch size
(number of requests in a batch), and batch latency limit (deadline). The hotscore algorithm [S40] is
used for caching policy to insert data into a cache space. It follows the principle of “if-visit-then-insert”
to insert data. When a data item is visited, it should be inserted at the head of the cache queue, and the
least visited item should be inserted at the tail of cache queue. Hotscore evaluation selects the victim
and then kicks out from caching when the cache space is full. In order to balance the load, the key
constraint is the cost of balancing actions.
4.2.3. Techniques for Assessment
The solutions proposed by selected studies to address the above-mentioned challenges are
evaluated through different techniques. Figure 9 shows the evaluation techniques map with respect
to the challenges that have been collected from this systematic literature review (SLR). In the figure,
evaluation techniques are represented on the X-axis, and challenges are represented on the Y-axis.
The nine different evaluation techniques were used in primary studies.
The most utilized evaluation technique is the microbenchmark, which was used in the 20% of the
primary studies. It is designed to test a small unit of a larger system and is often used to evaluate the
performance of a critical code. The major advantage of this benchmark is that its runtime is usually
small; as a result, it answers the questions quickly.
The second-largest evaluation technique is the Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB), which
was used in 18% of the studies. YCSB is an open-source framework that is used as the de facto standard
to evaluate the performance of NoSQL databases. Its main advantage is its capability to evaluate the
retrieval performance of multiple types of data-serving systems for a given workload. YCSB has two
components: a workload generator as a client, and a desired set of workloads that will be executed by
the generator.
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The extensive experiment evaluation is performed in 23% of the primary studies. The performance
of 21% of the primary studies is compared with the performance of existing system and 14%
other evaluation techniques (statistical model, measuring the miss rate, benchmarking software,
RDMA (Remote direct memory access)-based evaluation, test-based benchmark) were used in the
primary studies.

Figure 9. Evaluation techniques perception map with respect to challenges.
Figure 9. Evaluation techniques perception map with respect to challenges.

One study that is 4% of the primary studies used two of the evaluation techniques i.e.,
The
second-largest
evaluation
technique isThe
the Yahoo
Cloud
Serving Benchmark
(YCSB),
which
microbenchmark
and
macro benchmark.
evaluation
techniques
that were used
in the
primary
wasstudies
used inare
18%
of
the
studies.
YCSB
is
an
open-source
framework
that
is
used
as
the
de
facto
listed in Table 8.
standard to evaluate the performance of NoSQL databases. Its main advantage is its capability to
Table 8. List and description of evaluation techniques.
Evaluation Technique

Description

Study ID

Yahoo Cloud Serving
Benchmark
(YCSB)

YCSB is the standard used to evaluate the
performance of NoSQL databases. It is a suite
that evaluates the retrieval as well as
maintenance performance of NoSQL databases
for a set of desired workloads

[S02][S04][S06]
[S08][S14][S19]
[S27][S33]

Microbenchmark

It is a tiny routine to evaluate the performance
of language feature or specific hardware.

[S05][S10][S20]
[S23][S25][S28]
[S29][S34][S39]
[S45]

Extensive experimental
evaluation

The extensive experiments performed to
evaluate the proposed system.

[S03][S13][S17]
[S24][S30][S37] [S38][S40][S42]
[S43]
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Table 8. Cont.
Evaluation Technique

Description

Study ID

Comparison with
existing system.

Performance of the proposed system is
compared with the performance of an already
existing system.

[S01][S11][S12]
[S16][S18][S21]
[S22][S31][S32]

Statistical model.

The system is evaluated by a statistical model
of user behavior. It is concluded by Facebook
for key-value storage.

[S41]

Measure miss rate

The system performance is evaluated in terms
of the miss rate over six different reuse patterns.

[S36]

Benchmarking software

They compile benchmarking software for
system evaluation.

[S07][S35]

RDMA-based evaluation

The proposed approach is evaluated on an
RDMA network.

[S26]

Test-based benchmark

Benchmark for testing is the access time in
milliseconds.

[S15]

4.3. RQ3: What Is the Reliability Status of the Presented Approaches, And What Is the Quality Status of the
Included Publications?
The reliability status of presented approaches is ensured by the selection of data sources. We
selected predominantly related studies from peer-reviewed forums, including IEEE, ACM, Springer, and
Elsevier. The reviewed studies are selected from high-impact conferences and journals, symposiums,
and workshops.
The most important and critical step of this literature review is to assess the studies that we have
studied. We assessed the primary studies on the basis of assessment criteria [11,12]. For this purpose,
we have formulated a certain criteria as shown in Table 9, and checked all the studies against these
criteria to ensure that they are highly pertinent to our research questions. Our research criteria assessed
the studies in the following way: whether the studies displayed formal research methods or were only
based upon the judgment of experts, and whether the studies clearly depicted the research objectives
or not. It also analyzed whether the study proved their findings by experiments, and whether the
studies clearly mention directions for future research?
Table 9. Assessment criteria for primary studies.
Assessment Criteria
C1

Has the study included formal research, or was it just based upon the judgment of expert?

C2

Are the research aims clearly depicted and addressed in the studies?

C3

Does the paper mention the limitations for future work?

C4

Is there any description about the evaluation of the proposed solution?

C5

Were the experiments performed on adequate datasets?

To assess the studies, we chose a scale for scoring: 1 for yes, 0 for no, and 0.5 for partly. We
calculated the score of each study according to the designed criteria and the used scale is shown in
Table 10.
Table 11 shows the average score of C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5, the average score of C1 and C2 shows
whether the research paper has done a formal search, and clearly expressed the research objectives.
The average scores for C3, C4, and C5 were 0.33, 0.94, and 0.86.
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Table 10. Assessment scores of reviewed literature.

Paper ID

Formal Research
C1

Objectives
C2

Limitations
C3

Findings
C4

Experiment
C5

Total Score

Paper ID

Formal Research
C1

Objectives
C2

Limitations
C3

Findings
C4

Experiment
C5

Total Score

Assessment Scores of Reviewed Literature

[S02]

1

1

1

1

1

5

[S23]

1

1

1

1

1

5

[S07]

1

1

1

1

1

5

[S33]

1

1

1

1

1

5

[S13]

1

1

1

1

1

5

[S39]

1

1

1

1

1

5

[S16]

1

1

1

1

1

5

[S40]

1

1

1

1

1

5

[S17]

1

1

1

1

1

5

[S43]

1

1

1

1

1

5

[S10]

1

1

0.5

1

1

4.5

[S42]

1

1

0.5

1

1

4.5

[S04]

1

1

0.5

1

1

4.5

[S24]

1

1

0.5

1

1

4.5

[S31]

1

1

0.5

1

1

4.5

[S36]

1

1

0.5

1

1

4.5

[S37]

1

1

0.5

1

1

4.5

[S44]

1

1

1

1

0.5

4.5

[S03]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S41]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S01]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S38]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S05]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S32]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S08]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S06]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S09]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S26]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S11]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S28]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S14]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S34]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S15]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S21]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S18]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S22]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S19]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S27]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S30]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S45]

1

1

0

1

1

4

[S12]

1

1

0

1

0.5

3.5

[S29]

1

1

0

1

0.5

3.5

[S25]

1

1

0.5

0

1

3.5

[S20]

1

1

0

0

1

3

[S35]

1

1

0

0

0.5

2.5

Table 11. Average of assessment scores.

Average

Formal Research
C1

Objectives
C2

Limitations
C3

Findings
C4

Experiment
C5

Total Score

1

1

0.3

0.95

0.95

4.2

4.4. RQ4: What Are the Forums of Publication and Line of Development in Studies on the Key-Value Store?
Table 12 shows the overview of selected studies with the respective primary study and its
publication venue of study.
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Table 12. Selected studies with publication venue.
Study ID

Publication Year

Publication Type

[05]

2017

Journal

ACM Transactions on Autonomous and Adaptive Systems

Publication Venue

[07]

2017

Journal

Information Systems

[13]

2016

Journal

ACM

[14]

2014

Journal

Distributed and Parallel Databases

[19]

2017

Journal

Journal of Systems and Software

[22]

2016

Journal

IEEE on Parallel and Distributed Systems

[31]

2016

Journal

ACM Transactions on Computer Systems (TOCS), 34(2), 5.

[42]

2016

Journal

Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing,

[43]

2017

Journal

Information Systems, Elsevier

[44]

2016

Journal

IEEE transaction

[45]

2017

Journal

ACM transaction on storage.

[03]

2017

Conference

ACM on Asia Conference on Computer and Communications
Security

[04]

2012

Conference

Cluster Computing Workshops (CLUSTER WORKSHOPS),
EEE International Conference

[06]

2012

Conference

Mass Storage Systems and Technologies (MSST), IEEE
Symposium

[08]

2014

Conference

Concepts, Theory and Applications (ICAICTA), International
Conference

[10]

2015

Conference

In Cluster, Cloud and Grid Computing (CCGrid), 2015 15th
IEEE/ACM International Symposium IEEE.

[12]

2016

Conference

Parallel and Distributed Systems (ICPADS), EEE International
Conference

[15]

2015

Conference

International Conference on Intelligent Science and Big Data
Engineering, Springer

[17]

2013

Conference

Cloud computing (CLOUD), IEEE international Conference.

[18]

2016

Conference

International Conference on Big Data Computing,
Applications and Technologies ACM

[20]

2017

Conference

Workshop on Automated Decision Making for Active Cyber
Defense.

[21]

2014

Conference

IFIP International Conference on Network and Parallel
Computing, Springer Berlin Heidelberg

[24]

2015

Conference

Trustcom/BigDataSE/I SPA, 2016 IEEE (pp. 1660-1667). IEEE

[25]

2015

Conference

Electrical, Computer and Communication Technologies
(ICECCT), 2015 IEEE International Conference

[26]

2018

Conference

ACM SIGPLAN workshop on ERLANG.

[27]

2012

Conference

ACM SIGCOMM conference on Applications, technologies,
architectures, and protocols for computer communication
Computer Communication Review

[30]

2013

Conference

Concurrency and Computation: Practice and Experience,

[33]

2013

Conference

International Conference on Distributed Applications and
Interoperable Systems Springer.

[35]

2010

Conference

In Proceedings of the 19th international conference on World
wide web (pp. 1193-1194). ACM.

[36]

2016

Conference

Computer Design (ICCD), International Conference, IEEE.

[37]

2014

Conference

Data Engineering (ICDE), International Conference on (pp.
628-639). IEEE.

[38]

2014

Conference

International Conference on Database Systems for Advanced
Applications, Springer.

Electronics
Electronics 2019,
2019, 8,
8, 488
488

[40]
Study ID
[39]
[41]

2014

[41]

[28]

2016
2016
2017
2013

[29]

2017

[34]

2011

[29]

[02]

[34]

[09]

2014
2011

[02]
[09]
[16]

2014

[16]

[11]

[11]

2010

Workshop
2016

2017

Workshop

International Conference on Advanced Data Mining and
Conference
Foundations Applications,
and Applications
Springer.of Self* Systems, IEEE International

Workshops.

Conference

International Asia Conference on Industrial Engineering and

Management
Atlantis Press.
Symposium on
Operating Innovation,
Systems Principles,
ACM.

Foundations and Applications of Self* Systems, IEEE
Workshop
Workshop on International
InteractionsWorkshops.
of NVM/FLASH with Operating Systems and

Workshop

Symposium

2013

Symposium

Workloads

Workshop

2011

Symposium

2014

Symposium

Symposium

Systems and Workloads

Symposium on Operating Systems Principles ACM.
Symposium

Symposium

Symposium on Operating Systems Principles, ACM.

on Interactions
NVM/FLASH
with
Operating ACM.
Annual ACM Workshop
Symposium
on AppliedofComputing
(pp.
2072-2074).

Workshop

2017

Annual ACM Symposium on Applied Computing (pp.

2072-2074).
ACM.(SRDS), IEEE International Symposium.
Reliable Distributed
Systems
Symposium on Operating Systems Principles ACM.

ACM Symposium on Operating Systems Principles

Reliable Distributed Systems (SRDS), IEEE International

Symposium. and Test (VLSI-DAT), International Symposium,
VLSI Design, Automation
2011Symposium Symposium
ACM Symposium on Operating Systems Principles
IEEE.

VLDB
Symposium
Endowment ACM

2010

VLSI Design, Automation and Test (VLSI-DAT), International
Symposium, IEEE.

VLDB Endowment

ACM

VLDB VLDB Endowment
Endowment ACM

ACM

2015

2015

Publication Venue

International Asia Conference on Industrial Engineering and Management

2014

[32]

[32]

Publication Type

2016

[01]
[28]

International Conference on Advanced Data Mining and Applications,
Table 12. Cont.
Springer.

2015 Conference Conference
In Big Data
(Big Data), IEEE International Conference. IEEE.
Innovation, Atlantis
Press.
2014

[23]

[01]

Conference

Publication Year

[40]

[23]
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4.4.1. Overview of Studies
4.4.1. Overview of Studies
We have selected and reviewed literature from different publication forums. The most leading
We have selected and reviewed literature from different publication forums. The most leading
publication forum is ACM, which had 40% (18) of the primary studies; it is followed by IEEE, which
publication forum is ACM, which had 40% (18) of the primary studies; it is followed by IEEE, which
contained 31% (14) of the primary studies. There were 18% (eight) primary studies from Springer
contained 31% (14) of the primary studies. There were 18% (eight) primary studies from Springer
studies and 11% (five) of primary studies from Elsevier. Figure 10 shows the publications distribution
studies and 11% (five) of primary studies from Elsevier. Figure 10 shows the publications distribution
over data sources.
over data sources.
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4.4.2. Publication Over Years
4.4.2. Publication Over years
We have studied the literature from 2010 to 2018, and then distributed the literature on the basis
have
studied the literature
201011.
to 2018,
then distributed
the
literature
onwere
the basis
of theWe
year
of publication,
as shown from
in Figure
After and
applying
the screening
process,
there
only
of
the
year
of
publication,
as
shown
in
Figure
11.
After
applying
the
screening
process,
there
were
a few papers in 2010 and 2011 and then a gradual increase in subsequent years: three papers in 2012,
only a few papers in 2010 and 2011 and then a gradual increase in subsequent years: three papers in
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four papers in 2013, eight papers in 2014, six papers in 2015, 10 papers in 2016, nine papers in 2017,
2012, four papers in 2013, eight papers in 2014, six papers in 2015, 10 papers in 2016, nine papers in
and one by April 2018.
2017, and one by April 2018.

Figure 11. Publications distribution over years.
Figure 11. Publications distribution over years.

5. Discussion
5. Discussion
We have been attempting to provide a SLR from the software engineering perspective, and looked
We have
been attempting
to provide
SLR from
the software
perspective,
at software
engineering
quality attributes
fora KVSs.
The overall
goal ofengineering
this study was
to identifyand
the
looked
at
software
engineering
quality
attributes
for
KVSs.
The
overall
goal
of
this
study
was
to
challenges for KVSs to achieve quality attributes, and their corresponding solutions. In particular,
identify
the
challenges
for
KVSs
to
achieve
quality
attributes,
and
their
corresponding
solutions.
In
we look at consistency, throughput and latency, security, performance, load balancing, and query
particular,
look at
throughput
and latency,
security,
performance,
balancing,
processing.we
A broad
setconsistency,
of distinct software
engineering
scenarios
is covered
by theseload
attributes,
and
and
query
processing.
A
broad
set
of
distinct
software
engineering
scenarios
is
covered
by
these
these attributes have been used as the target to pick primary studies.
attributes,
and
these attributes
have beendatabases
used as the
to pick
primary at
studies.
NoSQL
databases
replace relational
by target
providing
availability
the cost of consistency.
NoSQL
databases
replace
relational
by strong
providing
availability
at thedatabases.
cost of
In this
SLR, we
discussed
different
solutionsdatabases
that provide
consistency
in NoSQL
consistency.
In
this
SLR,
we
discussed
different
solutions
that
provide
strong
consistency
in
NoSQL
The consistent hashing on replica groups is an effective technique to ensure strong consistency.
databases.
The consistent
on replica
groups
is an effective
ensure strong
Consistent hashing
provideshashing
elastic scaling
through
dynamically
adding ortechnique
removingto
a database
server.
consistency.
Consistent
hashing
provides
elastic
scaling
through
dynamically
adding
or
removing
a
When a node is added or removed, it requires the minimum amount of data movement between
database
server.
When
a
node
is
added
or
removed,
it
requires
the
minimum
amount
of
data
servers. It also facilitates the data partitioning and replication across the servers.
movement
between
It also
the data
partitioning
replication
across
the servers.
To improve
the servers.
throughput
of facilitates
KVS systems,
different
tree dataand
structures
were
proposed
by the
To
improve
the
throughput
of
KVS
systems,
different
tree
data
structures
were
proposed
by
researchers. The balance between throughput and latency is very important, because the KVSthe
is
researchers.
between
throughput
and latencysystems;
is very important,
because
is the
the backboneThe
forbalance
distributed
systems
and data-intensive
the performance
of the
KVSKVS
is also
an
backbone
distributed
systems
data-intensive
systems;
thehigh
performance
of KVS with
is also
an
important for
concern.
There is
a need and
to design
KVS that can
achieve
write throughput
a low
important
concern.
There
is
a
need
to
design
KVS
that
can
achieve
high
write
throughput
with
a
low
latency of searches. LSMT-based KVS provide good read performance, but poor write performance at
latency
oftime.
searches.
LSMT-based
good
read
performance,
but performance.
poor write performance
the same
The use
of bloom KVS
filtersprovide
with LSM
trees
improves
the write
For range
at
the
same
time.
The
use
of
bloom
filters
with
LSM
trees
improves
the
write
performance.
Forand
range
queries, bloom filters do not provide the required latency and throughput. Data structures
an
queries,
bloom
filters
do
not
provide
the
required
latency
and
throughput.
Data
structures
and
an
advanced index design improve the performance of KVSs with minimum memory usage. A novel tree
advanced
index
design
improve the
performancemerge
of KVSs
with
minimum
memory
usage.
A novel
data structure
FLSM
(fragmented
log-structured
trees)
is the
most efficient
data
structure
that
tree
data
structure
FLSM
(fragmented
log-structured
merge
trees)
is
the
most
efficient
data
structure
provides a considerable increase in write throughput and low latency for range queries. FLSM exploit
that
provides a considerable
increase
in write
throughput
and low latency for range queries. FLSM
the non-volatile
memory storage
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database, there is a great risk of security attacks across the distributed nodes. The main security
challenges are authorization and access control, data integrity, and data protection. Data at rest can
be protected with OS-level security. An encrypted key-value pair with secure query support is an
effective security solution.
For efficient query, KVSs must use search primitives that allow queries on secondary attributes to
improve the throughput on get/put operations. Cloud computing and big data usually rely on KVSs,
but these stores do not efficiently support the range queries on multi-dimensional datasets. The kernel
indexing scheme is required to provide efficient multi-dimensional complex query processing. An SP
index-based solution called SPIKE is providing efficient support to range queries.
6. Threats to Validity
We have selected studies for this SLR according to the research protocol presented in Section 3.
The research protocol has different stages to select relevant studies. Firstly, we formulated research
questions; then, we have done a search on the basis of title and string according to the defined strategy.
In the end, we have applied screening criteria to select the most relevant studies. Research bias arises
when there are only positive search results; our research protocol is very helpful for us to reduce
research biasness in this SLR.
Although primary studies are selected according to the guidelines of systematic strategy, there
is still a possibility of missing some relevant studies. The reason is the exclusion of the PhD theses
and technical reports that may be relevant. In this SLR, we excluded PhD theses and technical reports
because most of the time, the authors only briefly reported on these studies. Another factor that can
lead to overlooking some relevant publications is to find the appropriate search string. The complete
justification is given in Section 3.5 regarding the selection of repositories and the use of search strings.
We refine our search strings until all the relevant studies are included that were initially missed, but
are available in the reference of some studies. Data is extracted from selected databases that have
maximum probability to return the most relevant studies.
In this SLR, incomplete data extraction can be the reason for inaccurate results. We try to handle
this problem in two ways. First, we identified the data items that should be extracted, and afterwards,
all the extracted data was reviewed several times.
We have not taken studies from sources other than the selected databases, which may have
answered our research questions in a better way. Another important issue raised is that we only
included research paper from the English published material; as a result, we may have missed the
relevant studies that were published in any other language. However, we selected studies published
from 2010 to 2018, so works in process or unpublished papers were not included, which may have
answered our research questions. Consequently, we may have missed some existing techniques and
processes in this review.
7. Conclusions
The aim of this review is to organize the available literature on quality attribute challenges and
their corresponding KVS solutions. According to my knowledge, there are no reviews on key-value
store that thoroughly analyze and identify the challenges and solutions. This research identifies the
challenges that can be addressed in a better way with the help of current studies that were reported in
this review. This research provides a protocol and criteria to evaluate the selected studies. The protocol
defined steps to scrutinize the studies, data collection and synchronization, and quality assessment
to achieve research goals. The most relevant studies were selected; then, we evaluated these studies
against quality criteria. Data was collected from these research studies and then synchronized. The
essence of this research is that challenges can be solved in an effective manner to enhance the quality
attributes in KVS. The SLR tries to identify the key-value store challenges in NoSQL databases such as
consistency, latency, throughput, performance, load balancing, security, and query processing. The
SLR also identifies the trending research; for example, performance is the most researched issue in the
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domain right now, while the indexing technique has obtained more focus as a solution in the NoSQL
databases, while in the evaluation of current solutions, comparisons with the existing systems are
mostly used by the researcher to justify their results.
(RQ1) The 45 most relevant studies were chosen for this SLR, which are addressing quality
challenges for KVS-based systems. There are various solutions for each challenge (consistency,
throughput and latency, security, performance, load balancing, and query processing).
(RQ2) Various techniques were used to achieve the quality attributes; namely, these included the
indexing technique, hashing scheme, security techniques, caching technique, batching strategy, and
encoding techniques. These techniques differ from each other on the basis of their input and output
methods, but are used to achieve quality attributes. The indexing scheme was used in 21% of the
studies, hashing schemes were used in 15% of the studies, the caching technique was used in 13% of
the studies, security techniques were used in 10% of the studies, and the batching strategy, encoding
technique, and Paxos family were each used in 5% of the studies. Algorithm-based solutions were also
proposed to address these quality attributes challenges such as the secure data partition algorithm,
control loop algorithm, pointer-free buddy allocator (PFBA), modified earliest-deadline first (EDF)
algorithm, and the hotscore algorithm.
These proposed solutions were evaluated through different techniques, which included the
Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB), microbenchmark, macrobenchmark, extensive experimental
evaluation, comparison with existing systems, statistical model, the measure miss rate, benchmarking
software, RDMA-based evaluation, and test-based benchmark.
(RQ3) The quality assessment criterion is defined to ensure the reliability status of the presented
approaches and quality status of included publications. To evaluate the studies, we choose a scale for
scoring: 1 for yes, 0 for no, and 0.5 for partly. We have calculated the score of each study according
to the designed criteria and scale. The average score of C1 and C2 shows that all of the research
paper included in the study are selected after formal searches and had clearly expressed their research
objectives. The average scores for C3, C4, and C5 are 0.33, 0.94, and 0.86. We selected predominantly
related studies from peer-reviewed forums such as IEEE, ACM, Springer, and Elsevier. The reviewed
studies are selected from high-impact conference forums and journals, symposium, and workshops.
(RQ4) The forum of publication of each study is clearly mentioned, and the line of development
in studies on key-value store is depicted by showing the detail of the primary studies’ publication
venue and primary studies distribution over publication forums and each year.
In future studies, we focus on the challenges that have a strong impact on the user’s confidence
to deploy the KVS in their systems, such as privacy and trust. Although these are very important
questions, they have not yet been addressed in any review. Another important aspect is to raise
the questions that can improve user experience regarding simplicity, comfort, and ease of NoSQL
key-value stores.
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